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Description of the School
Describe the school's size, community/communities, location, and changes it has experienced in the last 
three years. Include demographic information about the students, staff, and community at large. What unique 
features and challenges are associated with the community/communities the school serves?

South Warren Middle School is in its eighth year. As the fourth middle school in Warren County, a 
district which serves over 15,000 students, South Warren drew a great deal of attention statewide 
as the largest school building in the state of Kentucky. Many students, parents and teachers were 
eager to be a part of this unique opportunity. South Warren sits in rural Warren County, close to 
the Simpson County line; so close that several Simpson County families have chosen to send their 
children to South Warren. SWMS is home to approximately 687 students and is designed to house 
900 middle schoolers at capacity. Our 687 students represent the largest student body to date at 
South. Students are placed on three 7th grade and three 8th grade teams. The diversity 
represented in the SWMS student body is 85% white, 3.5% African-American, 4.4% Hispanic, 
1.9% two or more races, and 4.7% Asian. Additionally, 31% are identified as gifted and talented, 
1.6% EL and 6.9% are students with an IEP. males represent 51% of our student population while 
females represent 49%. Finally, 28.6% qualify for free or reduced lunch. With the steady growth of 
our student population, our staff has grown as well. The current faculty of 45 certified staff 
members represents teachers with experience from other local middle schools as well as other 
districts and states. Former high school and elementary teachers are also represented. SWMS is 
proud to have a National Board Certified teacher on staff and all teachers meet highly qualified 
status per the state. SWMS is fortunate to have an incredible instructional resource staff who are 
often mistaken for the teacher in the classroom when collaborating for their passion, knowledge 
and dedication to the students. To date, there are seven related arts teachers, six teachers of each 
core content area, five special education teachers, one itinerant teacher of EL students, a library 
media specialist and an administrative team comprised of an interventionist, curriculum 
coordinator, guidance counselor, assistant principal and principal. our support staff is a dynamic 
part of our success. They embody the vision of SWMS. The front office houses an attendance 
clerk, book keeper and guidance secretary. Another valuable member of our team is our ISS staff 
member who also serves as the curriculum and intervention assistant. We are also fortunate to 
have a library assistant in our building. Despite the challenge of building a school from the ground 
up, our goal from day one was to let nothing stand in the way of setting the achievement bar high. 
The faculty of SWMS collaboratively created a mission and vision statement for our school and 
both are posted in every classroom as a constant reminder of the work we are doing. We 
accomplished much academically and otherwise in that first year and continue to do so. Constantly 
improving student learning remains our focus. That goal comes with obstacles, however, Not being 
a Title 1 school has surprisingly presented challenges. Faculty who have been afforded many 
opportunities and support through Title 1 funding in other schools have experienced budget 
limitations for the first time working at SWMS. Coupled with limited state funds, not having the 
additional federal funds has presented challenges when expensive needs have been presented. 
SWMS has been conservative and proactive in caring for and creating resources without relying on 
outside programs. Fortunately the SWMS PTSO has been instrumental in providing support 
through fundraising measures that have impacted student learning and the success of SWMS. A 
new challenge this year has been added due to the addition of almost 100 new students and 12 
new staff members. The additional students resulted in a new team of teachers and students. 
Multiple supports have been provided for new staff to help them meet the high expectations. Our 
teacher induction program called "SWAY" for Spartan + Way has been an intensive source job 
embedded learning and collaboration. The administrative staff is also new to SWMS. Both the 
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curriculum coordinator and interventionist are in the second year of their roles. The principal and 
assistant principal were both hired after the school year started.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

School's Purpose
Provide the school's purpose statement and ancillary content such as mission, vision, values, and/or beliefs. 
Describe how the school embodies its purpose through its program offerings and expectations for students.

- SWMS's mission statement: South Warren Middle School is dedicated to providing a rigorous and 
supportive learning environment to ensure 21st century learning for all students. - SWMS's vision 
statement: We will be a school admired and recognized for motivating and engaging students in 
the application of life-long, real-world learning, with a collaborative faculty who value 21st century 
skills and implements technology to the fullest extent. - SWMS's belief statement: All students can 
learn at high levels. Throughout the years, administration has been careful to hire only candidates 
who share SWMS's vision. The mission statement was created at the inception of SWMS. 
Applicants have been charged with providing rigorous learning activities through supportive, caring 
classrooms where students are heavily engaged in the use of technology to prepare for success in 
the 21st century. Only those who accept the charge are hired. The faculty has witnessed the 
realization of their vision. When the task of ensuring learning for all was accepted, it didn't take 
long to realize it was a difficult one. This difficulty promotes collaboration to find better ways to 
meet individual learning needs of students. Teachers value the relationships they build with 
students and provide a warm, safe environment fostered by PBIS where students feel encouraged 
to take risks. Under the leadership of a new principal, SWMS has renewed its commitment to focus 
not only on student learning, but also the whole child. We want students to do more than survive 
middle school; we want them to thrive. Because we continually strive to provide opportunities for 
teachers to maximize instructional opportunities, reflection has been key to our growth. The master 
schedule provides optimal time for content area teachers to collaborate. As well, our intervention 
efforts have continued to be a priority in targeted practices and time we provide. The successful 
semester long related arts classes have proven to be fruitful through program review analysis by 
affording those teachers the opportunity to go deeper in to the curriculum and minimizing transition 
periods that come with the beginning of any class. Additionally the teachers at SWMS have 
continued to improve the enrichment course offerings as they know which classes have been most 
engaging, appealing and effective as well as the ideal time to target individual student needs. 
Many enrichment classes are designed to target literacy skills in the context of high-engagement 
topics.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

Notable Achievements and Areas of Improvement
Describe the school's notable achievements and areas of improvement in the last three years. Additionally, 
describe areas for improvement that the school is striving to achieve in the next three years.

Fortunately, the assessment data continues to validate the dedication of the entire faculty who've 
stretched themselves far beyond the norm. The students display great pride in their school 
community and continue to promote our brand. The administrative team has attempted to ease the 
woes that come from the challenge of continual improvement through consistent communication 
and professional development centered on research based instructional practices and cognitive 
development. Teachers have lead endeavors to share their own accomplishments that lead to 
success of students. Faculty meetings are a time not only for managerial and organizational 
communication, but include an instructional focus as well. As a result of feedback from the TELL 
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survey, this year SWMS offered a menu of professional development options, which included a 
district-wide "Middle School Teach Meet." Teachers could pick and choose from a variety of 
workshops provided by experts from universities and other recognized sources of expertise. The 
feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. With the fall release of KPREP data, SWMS once 
again found validation in our work. Math continued to climb from 64.4 in 2011 to this year's high of 
99. The time, energy and effort we dedicated to those improvements is clearly paying off with the 
34.6 point gain in five years. As well, our Social Studies department managed to maintain the 
NAPD calculation of 100 for the sixth straight year. Because our science scores also previously 
maxed out at 100, we are looking forward to our student's performance on the new science 
assessments that will be given next year. Our increase in achievement withstood the elimination of 
strong science scores. In the next three years, we hope to see continued success in the area of 
reading. Although the NAPD calculation for reading increased dramatically from 81.7 in 2013-2014 
to 93.4 in 2016-2017, we realize there are still gains to be made in this area. For this reason, we 
will capitalize on that momentum, hoping to replicate the continuous growth pattern accomplished 
by math. Our writing scores grew from 74.8 in 2014 - 2015 to 83.6 in 2016-2017. Although the 
percentage of students scoring P/D went from 48.2% in 2014-2015 to 58.4% in 2016-2017, the 
percentage of students scoring novice rose from 5.1% in 2014-2015 to 7.3% in 2016-2017. Writing 
has been ordained an "all hands on deck" area of focus. A rededication to intentionally and 
explicitly incorporating literacy strategies throughout all content area instruction, vertical alignment 
in the Language Arts department, along with a new writing plan and professional development and 
targeted writing interventions will likely help us achieve our goals over the next three years.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.

Additional Information
Provide any additional information you would like to share with the public and community that were not 
prompted in the previous sections.

Good things are happening at SWMS. There is so much for which to be proud in regard to both 
academic and extracurriculars. Our students are extremely successful and our staff is uniquely 
committed to constant improvement. Ultimately, this is the foundation for our student success 
which propels us to achieve at high levels. Leadership takes measures to stay well-informed on the 
best instructional practices while also supporting innovative approaches to address student needs. 
Our commitment to excellence has included a focus on best and next educational practices such 
as higher order thinking skills, formative/summative assessment, differentiation, common quarterly 
assessments, PLCs focused on the four guiding questions, standards based grading, PBIS, and 
trauma-informed care. This list is just a sampling of the type of work taking place at SWMS to 
ensure students are prepared for college and career through learning opportunities aligned with 
the Kentucky core academic standards.

ATTACHMENTS
Please be sure to upload the files in the Attachments section at the end of the diagnostic.
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